INTRODUCTION
============

Recent studies strongly support the concept that the conformational search of RNA folding is highly context dependent, relying on hierarchical rules for guiding the compaction of RNAs into well-defined complex shapes in the presence of divalent ions ([@B1]). These context-dependent rules can be identified by looking for recurrent structural and sequence patterns (or motifs) in X-ray structures of RNA molecules. Among others, multi-helix junctions are important structural motifs that play key biological roles in DNA recombination as well as structural roles in numerous biological RNA molecules, including ribozymes, ribosomes and riboswitches ([@B2],[@B3])***.*** Like DNA helix junctions, RNA helix junctions formed of regular RNA helices are known to fluctuate between multiple different folded states during the conformational search for the most stable native structure ([@B4]). These states consist of different alternative helical stacking conformers with either parallel or anti-parallel arrangement of adjacent stacks ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, conformers **I**, **II**, **III** and **IV**) that interchange through the open conformer ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, conformer **0**) ([@B2],[@B5]). Pre-formed RNA helices have a tendency to stack coaxially on adjacent helices to maximize base stacking ([@B6]), stabilizing the different possible stacking conformers versus the open conformer **0** ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Figure 1.A-minor topological rule and 4WJ motifs. (**A**) Alternative stacking conformers of a 4WJ motif. In this model, adjacent helices can be oriented either parallel (**I** and **III**) or antiparallel (**II** and **IV**). Two possible helix stacking patterns are possible, **H[a]{.smallcaps}** over **H[d]{.smallcaps}** and **H[b]{.smallcaps}** over **H[c]{.smallcaps}** (**I** and **II**), or **H[a]{.smallcaps}** over **H[b]{.smallcaps}** and **H[d]{.smallcaps}** over **H[c]{.smallcaps}** (**III** and **IV**). Four-way RNA junctions can rearrange to the different conformers through the open state **0** ([@B4]) (see also [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). However, the A-minor interaction can properly form between stems **H[a]{.smallcaps}** and **H[c]{.smallcaps}** only when the 4WJ is in conformation I. (**B**) Definition of the topological folding rule for RNA A-minor multi-helix junctions: a loop-receptor interaction between Motif L on stem **H[a]{.smallcaps}** and Motif R on stem **H[c]{.smallcaps}** stabilizes the parallel helix stacking conformer. (**C**) Diagrams of the generic GNRA/helix interaction with phylogenetic variations (left) and the A-minor junction of the region (H57-H59) from archaeal 23S rRNA (right). (**D**) Diagram of the GAAA/11 nt as a loop--receptor interaction and as embedded in the context of the A-minor junction. For the annotation of the motif sequence signatures, see legends of [Figures S3 and 4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1).

The precise control of the folding of some RNA multi-helix junctions can be obtained through sequence-specific tertiary interactions between two constituent helical elements positioned adjacent to the strand-crossing junction, stabilizing one species in the conformational search over the three other possible arrangements. For example, the hairpin ribozyme is a self-cleaving RNA that consists of an anti-parallel four-way junction (4WJ) stabilized by two internal loops that interact to form the catalytic site ([@B7],[@B8]) (see also [Supplementary Figure S2A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). In absence of the interacting loops the hairpin ribozyme junction fluctuates between parallel and anti-parallel helix orientations ([@B4]).

The isolated hairpin ribozyme junction (lacking catalytic site) has previously been adapted to construct tectoRNAs that assemble into fibers through loop-receptor interfaces under conditions of high magnesium salt (15 mM Mg^2+^) ([@B9],[@B10]). It was found that the isolated hairpin junction adopts a single-dominant conformation (conformer **II**) at high-salt conditions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). However, at low magnesium salt (1 mM Mg^2+^), the junction was found to be in equilibrium between multiple conformers.

In contrast to the fast dynamics observed for the hairpin ribozyme junction, numerous three- and four-way RNA junctions found in ribosomal and other RNA crystal structures are likely to be structurally stable ([@B9],[@B11],[@B12]). Many natural RNA junctions containing bulges of non-canonical base pairs (bp) are known to form stable coaxial stacking interactions ([@B6]), although they might be difficult to predict computationally in absence of structural data. Furthermore, a large number of natural three- and four-way junction motifs in RNA structures appear to be stabilized through tertiary interactions either present within the junction or adjacent to the junction (e.g. hairpin ribozyme, hammerhead ribozyme and ribosome). Interestingly, some of these RNA junctions are markedly different from the anti-parallel hairpin ribozyme junction as they can specify for parallel-helix stacks through stabilization by A-minor interactions ([@B3],[@B13],[@B14]) ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)).

Herein, we describe a class of motifs called A-minor junctions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B11]). While three-way junction (3WJ) motifs belonging to this class were previously reported ([@B3]), we show that this class is defined by a more general topological rule that controls helical stacks in multi-helix junctions. This junction can be engineered such that numerous A-minor interacting motifs can be equivalently interchanged, with some permutations leading to novel and previously unidentified RNA folds ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C and D). Using a sensitive self-assembling molecular system, we have experimentally investigated the preferential helical topology induced by several natural and artificial A-minor junctions by site-directed mutagenesis, native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) assays and atomic force microscopy (AFM). This work emphasizes the remarkable modularity of this class of topological motifs, exemplifying that different structural motif can contribute to the formation of topologically equivalent helical stacks. It also illustrates the importance of classifying RNA motifs based on their tertiary structural features rather than secondary structure elements.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Identification of A-minor junction tertiary motifs in X-ray crystal structures
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A-minor junction motifs were identified within published X-ray crystal structures by manually searching for anti-parallel multi-helix junctions with A-minor interaction signatures. In addition, an automated search for A-minor junction signatures was conducted using the computer program FR3D ([@B15]). The results of this exhaustive search are presented in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1). Base-pair (bp) interactions and tertiary contacts used to annotate the various sequence signatures of motifs presented herein are indicated in the legend of [Figures S3 and 4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1).

TectoRNA design and computer modeling
-------------------------------------

A-minor junction tectoRNAs were engineered by designing their 3D models with the computer program swissPDB viewer ([@B16]) following the RNA architectonics guidelines ([@B17]). The construction of their generic 3D template was created by compositing the X-ray structures of the A-minor junction (H57--H59) from *Haloarcula marismortui* (*H. marismortui*) 23S rRNA (PDB_ID: 1JJ2) and the DIS HIV kissing--loop interaction (PDB_ID: 1JJM; see also [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The lengths of helices **H[b]{.smallcaps}** and **H[c]{.smallcaps}** were chosen such that the kissing--loops (KL) interactions are oriented in the same direction relative to the long axis of the structure. This ensures that both KL interactions are able to link up when the tectoRNAs fold into conformer **IV** to form a cyclic dimer ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The crystal structure of the hairpin ribozyme junction (PDB_ID: 1M5K) was used to guide the modeling of conformer **IV** ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The generic 2D structures corresponding to variants of the general A-minor junction tectoRNAs were all designed to keep the length of **H[c]{.smallcaps}** and **H[b]{.smallcaps}** constant. Additionally, computer models corresponding to the conformer **I** fibers and conformer **IV** cyclic dimers were built to estimate their scale. In the model of the conformer **I** fibers, the 4WJ motif creates a bulky density with a periodic spacing between units of ∼9 nm. In comparison, the computer model of conformer **IV** cyclic dimers is a rod ∼13-nm long with the bulky junction motifs located at the ends. The sequences of the RNAs were manually designed to fold into the desired 2D scaffold structure and were optimized using the computer software mFold to select the best folding of numerous manually submitted sequences ([@B18]). The list of sequences from all A-minor tectoRNAs used in this study is provided in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Figure 2.Assembly scheme for tectoRNAs. (**A**) Computer model of the A-minor junction showing the shape of the 4WJ in the context of the tectoRNA. (**B**) 2D sequence of the two molecules (A+B) used to build GAAA/11-nt-motif fibers. Each motif is tested in a tectoRNA system composed of two molecules that self-assemble end to end (via KL interactions between loops L1 and L1′, and loops L2 and L2′, see also [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). This is the same 2D template used to construct all other variants of the A-minor junction. (**C**) TectoRNAs undergo a folding equilibrium between stacking conformers **I** and **IV**. Depending the flexibility of the fiber, the tectoRNAs might assemble into intermediate structures that are closed rings of even numbers of RNA units (an even, rather than odd, number of units results from the A+B KL programming). Structural models were visualized in PyMOL (pymol.sourceforge.net).

TectoRNA synthesis and assembly
-------------------------------

TectoRNAs were synthesized by *in vitro* T7 run-off transcription from PCR generate templates, purified by denaturing PAGE and 3′-\[^32^P\]pCp labeled as previously described ([@B19]). Self-assembly samples are prepared by mixing equimolar concentrations of two tectoRNAs in water. After denaturation (3 min, 90°C; 3 min, 4°C; 3 min, 30°C), samples were renatured in 10 mM Tris--borate pH 8.2 (TB), 50 mM KCl and 1.0 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ at 30°C for 30 min. For AFM and native PAGE, Mg(OAc)~2~ concentration was typically raised to 15 mM and heated at 50°C for 10 min before cooling to 4°C. For visual monitoring on PAGE gels, 1 nM of molecule A from each set has been radiolabeled with \[^32^P\]pCp.

Native PAGE
-----------

Native 7% (29:1) PAGE experiments were performed as previously described ([@B20]). RNA samples were prepared at variable concentrations in water, subjected to denaturing/renaturing protocol of heating to 90°C for 2 min, and cooling on ice (4°C) for 3 min prior to adjustment to final volume in 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 50 mM KCl and TB 1× buffer. RNAs were incubated at 30°C for 30 min and cooled on ice before addition of blue loading buffer and PAGE migration. All gels contained 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ and TB 1×, and were migrated at a maximum temperature of 10°C for 4 h.

AFM
---

Samples were prepared as for PAGE studies in 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 50 mM KCl and TB 1× buffer. Twenty microliters of tectosquare samples (100 nM RNA) stabilized in 8 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ buffer were directly deposited on freshly cleaved mica surface for 1 min, rinsed with a 2 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ solution and water, then dried with nitrogen. Imaging in air at ∼20°C was performed in tapping mode on a Multimode AFM equipped with a Nanoscope IIIa controller (Veeco, Santa Barbara). Silicon probes (model NSC12 from MikroMesch) with resonance frequency ∼150--250 kHz and spring constant ∼4--8 N/m (Nanodevices, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) were used. Images were processed by NanoScope® (DI) and leveled by a first order plane fit in order to correct the sample tilt. Samples of the 11-nt GAAA fibers prepared and incubated at higher magnesium concentration (15 mM Mg^2+^) and visualized by AFM assembled primarily into dimers (data not shown).

RESULTS
=======

A topological rule for specifying parallel helical stacks in RNA multi-helix junctions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A tertiary topological rule is defined by a recurrent set of conserved tertiary contacts that promotes a recurrent structural topology of RNA helices. Careful analysis of all known RNA X-ray structures recently revealed such a rule in several natural RNA molecules, including the 16S and 23S ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and RNase P RNAs. For instance, several structural motifs present at the level of multi-helix junctions, such as 3WJ and 4WJs ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)), share a conserved A-minor interaction ([@B13],[@B21; @B22; @B23]) that promotes parallel-oriented coaxial stacking of helices ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, conformer **I**). This topological rule is best described by the schematic displayed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B. The A-minor interaction occurs between helix **H[a]{.smallcaps}** comprising an adenine bearing motif that is typically a terminal or internal loop and helix **H[c]{.smallcaps}** comprising a receptor motif containing a conserved G:C Watson-Crick (WC) bp, and favors the parallel coaxial stack of **H[a]{.smallcaps}** over **H[d]{.smallcaps}** and **H[b]{.smallcaps}** over **H[c]{.smallcaps}** in the junction ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). In each of the alternative stacking conformers, the formation of the stabilizing A-minor interaction is not possible either because the loop motif in **H[a]{.smallcaps}** and the receptor in **H[c]{.smallcaps}** are not adjacent ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, conformers **II** and **IV**) or because the interacting side of the loop motif in **H[a]{.smallcaps}** does not face the minor groove of **H[c]{.smallcaps}** ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, conformer **III**) (see also [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) for stereo-views). Multi-helix junction motifs that follow this topological rule are called A-minor multi-helix junctions. Interestingly, they can have tertiary structures significantly different from one another, with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of their ribose-phosphate backbone of up to 5 Å. The conserved A-minor interaction can indeed result from interacting loop/receptor motifs with remarkably different local structures ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Moreover, the A-minor topological 'rule' remains conserved irrespective of the number of helices involved and the connectivity of strands between them. Some motifs can lack stems **H[b]{.smallcaps}** or/and **H[d]{.smallcaps}**, leading to kink turns or 3WJ motifs ([Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)).

4WJ-tectoRNA design and self-assembly assay
-------------------------------------------

Based on the recurrence of the generic A-minor junction fold in several natural RNA molecules, we hypothesized that A-minor junction motifs could promote parallel coaxial stacking in engineered self-assembling RNAs (4WJ-tectoRNAs), irrespective of the global structural context of their molecules of origin. Following the RNA architectonics design approach ([@B17]), the 3D structure of the A-minor junction (H57-H59) of the *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA was used as the generic 3D template to engineer a self-assembling bi-molecular (A+B) system. It consists in various pairs of 4WJ-tectoRNAs able to self-assemble through two different HIV-like KL interactions localized at the end of helical stems **H[b]{.smallcaps}** and **H[c]{.smallcaps}** ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1), 'Materials and Methods' section) ([@B24]). The length of **H[b]{.smallcaps}** and **H[c]{.smallcaps}** were designed such that these tectoRNAs ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) may either assemble end-to-end into linear or circular multimers, when **H[b]{.smallcaps}** is stacked on **H[c]{.smallcaps}** as in conformer **I**, or into cyclic dimers, when **H[a]{.smallcaps}** is stacked on **H[c]{.smallcaps}** as in conformer **IV** ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). As all sets of 4WJ-tectoRNAs that we tested assemble through identical KL interactions, the self-assembly properties of the tectoRNAs can be used to assess and compare the contribution of different A-minor junctions. Indeed, based on the sequence, tertiary structure and energetic stability of the A-minor junctions present within these tectoRNAs, the conformational equilibrium between conformers **I** and **IV** can be modulated by varying RNA concentration to lead to three possible trends. When the A-minor junction locks the structure into a rigid conformer **I**, tectoRNA assembly through KL should favor linear multimers or fibers ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, left panel). In contrast, unstable, highly dynamic A-minor junctions that can easily adopt conformer **IV** should lead to the entropically driven formation of cyclic dimers ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, right panel). Stable but more dynamic A-minor junctions should lead to a somewhat intermediate situation, with formation of circular multimers or rings of an even number of units.

The 4WJ-tectoRNA self-assembly equilibrium is dependent on RNA concentrations as well as salt concentrations, especially magnesium, which contributes to the stability of most if not all RNA tertiary motifs. For comparing the self-assembly properties of various 4WJ-tectoRNAs, the magnesium concentration, therefore, needs to be carefully adjusted as it should promote stabilization of the junction motifs as well as induce supra-molecular assembly through KL interactions at low RNA concentrations.

Exploring 4WJ-tectoRNA self-assembly by native PAGE
---------------------------------------------------

Non-denaturing PAGE (native PAGE) was used as the primary technique for comparing the assembly properties of various bi-molecular A+B 4WJ-tectoRNAs differing from one another at the level of their A-minor junction. After folding and assembly of corresponding pairs of 4WJ-tectoRNAs in 'one pot' at various RNA concentrations, the resulting self-assembly products were separated by native PAGE analysis (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Experiments were mostly done at 1 mM Mg^2+^. Previous results indicated that KL1 and KL2, the two KLs used for the construction of the A+B bimolecular system, assemble at 0.2 mM Mg^2+^ and 10°C with apparent *K*~d~s of 5.6 nM and 15.8 nM, respectively ([@B25]). In contrast, at 1 mM Mg^2+^, their *K*~d~s are in the high picomolar range. These conditions were shown to favor tectoRNA assembly into a variety of self-assembly products within the range of RNA concentrations tested (2--800 nM) ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Analysis of different A-minor 4WJ motifs. (**A**) Native PAGE at 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ and TB 1× showing the end-to-end assembly of tectoRNAs containing different GNRA/helix and GNRA/receptor A-minor junction sequence signatures. Each experiment includes one lane (lane m) loaded with only one molecule (A) of the two (A+B), as a monomer standard. The other lanes in each set contain equal concentrations (nanomolar) of the two molecules A+B, assembled at 30°C in presence of 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 50 mM KCl and TB 1×buffer. Higher molecular weight products are indicative of increased stability of conformer **I**, while low molecular weight products likely represent assemblies forced into conformer **IV** by the entropic closure of KL interactions. (**B--D**) A 600-nm scale AFM images were acquired in air under tapping mode. RNA samples were prepared at 200 nM, in 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 50 mM KCl, TB 1× buffer and were adjusted to 100 nM RNA and 8 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ immediately before deposition on mica and imaging. (**B**) Complexes formed from UUCG/CU:AG A-minor junction motif. (**C**) Complexes formed from GUGA/CU:AG A-minor junction motifs. (**D**) Complexes formed from the GAAA/11-nt A-minor junction hybrid motif. (**E**) 3D computer model showing the expected size of the cyclic dimer and the expected periodicity of bulky features on the fiber (see also [Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). (**F**) Histogram showing the average measured size of cyclic dimers observed in the UUCG 4WJ sample and average measured periodicity measured for fibers in the GAAA/11-nt-motif sample. W.T., wild type; *H.m*, *H. marismortui*.

The A+B 4WJ-tectoRNA system was first used to investigate the behavior of the hairpin ribozyme junction ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)), previously characterized to be in dynamic equilibrium between various conformers at 1 mM Mg^2+^ ([@B10]). As expected, the hairpin ribozyme tectoRNAs primarily assemble into cyclic dimers regardless of the orientation of the junction within the tectoRNA ([Supplementary Figure S2C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). However, increasing the magnesium concentration to 15 mM, a condition previously shown to stabilize the hairpin junction ([@B10]), failed to induce multimerization of the tectoRNAs designed to fold into the conformer **II** direction (data not shown). The KL interactions apparently become stabilized by magnesium ions to a greater extent than the junction motif, trapping the 4WJ-tectoRNAs in cyclic dimers. All subsequent 4WJ-tectoRNAs self-assembly experiments were therefore performed at 1 mM Mg^2+^.

Characterization of A-minor junctions involving GNRA tetraloops
---------------------------------------------------------------

The H57--H59 A-minor junction from the 23S rRNA from *H. marismortui* and several variants were then compared with the hairpin ribozyme junction to determine if energetic differences in the folding of A-minor junctions can have appreciable effects on the 4WJ-tectoRNA assemblies. While this particular A-minor junction is not universally conserved in all rRNAs, it comprises a GNRA tetraloop/helix interaction that is one of the most prevalent and well-characterized A-minor interactions found in stable RNAs ([@B20],[@B26],[@B27]) (GNRA loop sequences can have any nucleotide (N) at the second loop position and any purine (R) at the third loop position). In the context of *H. marismortui* H57-H59 junction, the GNRA/helix interaction involves a GAAA tetraloop recognizing a CA:UG bp duplex within a regular A-form helix. Interestingly, this sequence combination, while properly folded within the context of the 23S rRNA X-ray structure ([@B13],[@B23]), deviates from most phylogenetically conserved GNRA/helix interactions found in stable RNAs, like group I introns ([@B26],[@B28]) and RNase P RNAs ([@B29]) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Typically, CA:UG bp duplexes are recognized by GYRA tetraloops, with a preference for GYGA versus GYAA. In contrast, CC:GG duplexes are essentially recognized by GNAA tetraloops, with a strong preference for GYAA versus GRAA.

Besides the *H. marismortui* H57--H59 natural sequence, other A-minor 4WJ-tectoRNAs employing different combinations of tetraloops with helix duplexes (either CA:UG or CC:GG) were created to determine if the phylogenetic trend for GNRA/helix interactions applies within the context of multi-helix junctions. Additionally, a set of 4WJ-tectoRNAs replacing the GNRA tetraloop by a UUCG tetraloop, with a completely different structure unable to form the A-minor interaction, was built as a negative control (UUCG/CU:AG in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, *H. marismortui* H57-H59 4WJ-tectoRNAs (GAAA/CU:AG) form larger self-assembly products than the hairpin constructs at RNA concentrations \>200 nM. However, in the conditions tested (1 mM Mg^2+^), there is almost no difference with the negative control. In contrast, all 4WJ-tectoRNA variants with phylogenetically conserved GNRA/helix interactions show a markedly improved ability to generate large molecular species in comparison with *H. marismortui* H57--H59 and negative control 4WJ-tectoRNAs. For instance, as predicted by the GNRA/helix covariations, the CU:AG helical duplex is recognized best by GUGA with very few 4WJ-tectoRNAs remaining trapped into cyclic dimers at 800 nM. The CC:GG helical duplex clearly improves the ability of the GAAA tetraloop to promote multimerization of 4WJ-tectoRNAs. However, as predicted by the phylogeny rule, the CC:GG duplex assembles best when combined to GUAA. Above 200 nM, GUAA/CC:GG 4WJ-tectoRNAs form essentially large, discreet self-assembly species similar to those obtained with GUGA/CU:AG 4WJ-tectoRNAs. These results are also in good agreement with the trend in thermodynamic stability observed for these various GNRA/helix interactions within the context of self-assembling RNA dimers as determined by Surface Plasmon Resonance (S. Baudrey, J. Hoebeke and L. Jaeger, unpublished data). Our data demonstrate that the natural *H. marismortui* H57--H59 A-minor junction is suboptimal for promoting efficient tectoRNA multimerization. Therefore, this motif is likely to be meta-stable in absence of other stabilizing interactions within the 23S rRNA context.

In order to characterize the structure of the self-assembly products identified by native PAGE gels at 200 nM of RNAs and 1 mM Mg^2+^, AFM analysis were performed on UUCG and GUGA/CU:AG 4WJ-tectoRNAs assembled in similar conditions ([@B25]). As expected from native PAGE, UUCG 4WJ-tectoRNAs essentially assemble in small RNA particles ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) that are ∼13 nm in length. According to computer 3D modeling, this corresponds to the size expected for cyclic dimers formed of two 4WJ-tectoRNAs in conformer **IV** ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}E and F). In contrast, GUGA/CU:AG tectoRNAs essentially form discreet nano-rings containing an even number of end-to-end assembled units ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). The approximate circumference for these discrete objects corresponds mostly to the size expected for hexamers and octamers, and to a lesser extent tetramers and dodecamers (see 'Materials and Methods' section and [Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Interestingly, the relative proportion of nano-objects of different sizes estimated by AFM is in good agreement with the relative proportion of self-assembled species visualized by native PAGE.

Fiber formation through A-minor 4WJ-tectoRNAs stabilized by complex GNRA/receptor interactions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to GYRA tetraloops that frequently interact with regular A-form helices, GAAA tetraloops are often involved in a much more selective and stable interaction with the 11-nt receptor, a prevalent motif found in stable natural RNAs ([@B20],[@B30]) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition to the A-minor interaction, some nucleotides within the 11-nt receptor form additional specific contacts with the second position of the GAAA tetraloop, leading to a tertiary interaction highly selective for GAAA ([@B20],[@B31]). The GAAA/11-nt receptor interaction is one of the most stable tertiary interactions mediated by GNRA tetraloops, and its sequence signature is known to tolerate nucleotide variations in some of its structural components. For instance, one of the usually conserved C:G bp adjacent to the bp directly involved in the A-minor interaction is found substituted by a G:U bp in some natural RNA sequences \[Figure 11 in reference ([@B27])\]. Within the context of tectoRNA dimers ([@B19],[@B20],[@B32]), this variation accounts for a 0.55 kcal/mol decrease in stability with respect to the canonical 11-nt receptor at 15 mM Mg^2+^ (E. Calkins and L. Jaeger, unpublished data).

To our knowledge there is no instance of natural sequence where a GAAA/11-nt receptor interaction is found within the context of the A-minor junction topological rule. Nevertheless, based on the respective sequence signatures and 3D structures of the GAAA/11nt and GNRA/A-minor junction motifs, this new composite A-minor interaction can easily be engineered ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B). Considering that the GAAA/11-nt receptor is thermodynamically more stable than the GYRA/helical receptor interaction, we anticipated that its incorporation within the context of 4WJ-tectoRNAs would promote the formation of longer multimers. As observed by native PAGE at 1 mM Mg^2+^, GAAA/11-nt 4WJ-tectoRNAs assemble with a markedly different assembly pattern than the GNRA/helix constructs ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). At RNA concentrations \>50 nM, rather than forming several discreet bands corresponding to well-defined circular multimers, these 4WJ-tectoRNA form high molecular weight self-assembly products that remain essentially trapped on the top of the native gels suggesting the formation of long RNA nano-fibers. AFM structural characterizations of GAAA/11-nt 4WJ-tectoRNAs assembled at 200 nM in similar conditions reveal spaghetti-like fibers of several hundred nanometer in length, some of them involving more than 50 tectoRNAs units ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D). These fibers have a string-of-pearls appearance ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D) with a periodic spacing between peaks roughly corresponding to the expected unit length of the 4WJ-tectoRNA unit of ∼10 nm ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}E and F). While most fibers appear to be linear, the relatively few observed circular structures are clearly larger than those observed for GYRA/helix 4WJ-tectoRNAs, demonstrating that the composite GAAA/11-nt A-minor junction is significantly more rigid than those based on GYRA/helix interactions.

In agreement with previous data that demonstrated the remarkable selectivity of the 11-nt receptor for GAAA tetraloop ([@B20]), a single point mutation replacing the GAAA loop by GGAA within the 11-nt-based 4WJ-tectoRNAs essentially abolishes nanofiber formation and mostly leads to cyclic dimer formation like for the UNCG negative control ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, right panel). Interestingly, A-minor 4WJ-tectoRNAs based on the receptor R1, an *in vitro* selected receptor selectively recognizing GGAA tetraloop ([@B20]), were shown to behave like the 11-nt constructs, assembling either into nanofibers when recognizing their cognate loop (GGAA), or into cyclic dimers when combined with a non-cognate loop (GAAA) ([Supplementary Figure S6A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)).

Characterization of other A-minor junction motifs
-------------------------------------------------

Besides GNRA/A-minor junctions, several other A-minor junctions have been identified in X-ray structures of natural RNA molecules ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). As emphasized by the results described above and the sequence motif network corresponding to several A-minor junctions ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)), the remarkable aspect of the A-minor junction topological rule is that it is highly modular and can take advantage of different structural motifs as long as these motifs contribute to the formation of A-minor interactions. Small prevalent motifs enter into the makeup of various motifs of greater complexity, and can be interchanged with one another to promote the same topology of helices in a multi-helix junction. For instance, besides GNRA tetraloops, other loops such as triloops Y(u/gAA)R capped with a Y:R bp, or GA:NAA and sarcin internal loops can also interact with helices or receptors such as the 'double-locked bulge motif' (2bp_2x_bulge), to form A-minor interactions within the context of the A-minor junction ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Figure 4.Structural motif network associated to A-minor junctions described herein. Submotifs combine in multiple ways to generate a variety of functionally equivalent A-minor junction motifs. The lines on the network indicate which motifs can be combined. Interactions are indicated according to the Leontis Westhof nomenclature ([@B55]) (see Legend). The Watson-Crick (WC), Hoogsteen (HG) and Shallow Groove (SG) edges of two nucleotides can interact with one another in *cis* or *trans* configuration to form the 12 major types of base pairings.

The 4WJ-tectoRNA system was used as an assay to compare several of these A-minor junctions to the previously characterized GNRA/A-minor junctions by assessing their ability to promote efficient parallel helical orientation. Furthermore, we also tested various natural long-range A-minor interactions within the short-range A-minor junction 4WJ-tectoRNA context to compare their stability with respect to other prevalent A-minor interactions.

A-minor junctions with GNRA-like motifs (GA:NAA internal and GN~1-2~RAN terminal loops)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Within the ribosome, some peripheral regions of the 23S rRNA can significantly vary between different branches of life. For example, the region H57--H59 of archaeal and bacterial 23S rRNAs adopt different global structures in domain 3. In contrast to the archaeal 23S rRNA and eukaryotic 28S rRNA, the H57--H59 interaction from the 23S rRNA of most bacteria features internal loop/helix interactions that replace the GNRA loop--helix interaction observed in *H. marismortui* H57--H59*.* These internal loops are GNRA-like structures that precisely mimic the molecular shape of the A-minor interacting face of GNRA tetraloops as they are built from the same small G/RA submotif known to participate in A-minor interactions ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); they are grouped into a class of motifs called GA:NAA internal loops that also include UAA:GAN (or GAN:UAA) interacting loops ([@B11],[@B33]). Note that these GNRA-like internal loop motifs can also be seen as a subset of a broader class of motifs initially described as GNn:RA loop motifs ([@B34]), which includes all GNRA and GNRA-like terminal loop motifs ([Supplementary Figure S7A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). GNRA and GA:NAA internal loops are interesting examples of two classes of motifs with 3D structural similarities but different strand topologies ([Supplementary Figure S8A and D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Figure 5.A-minor junction motif structural variants. (**A**) Scheme describing the engineering of new motifs fitting the A-minor-junction topological rule. (**I**) Examples of A-minor motifs as they appear in their natural context. Consensus sequences are shown for region H42--H44 of archaea and region H68--H70 of bacteria. (**II**) Isolation of the loop/receptor interaction from the natural motif. The interaction (left to right) are gA:gAA/helix interaction, triloop/helix interaction, triloop/H68--receptor interaction and L13-loop/P12--receptor interaction. (**III**) Insertion of the loop/receptor interaction in the context of the A-minor-junction topological rule. Red arrows indicate different mutants that are experimentally tested in (B). (**B**) Native PAGE at 1 mM Mg(OAc)~2~ and TB 1×buffer showing the end-to-end assembly of tectoRNAs containing the different 4WJ sequence signatures shown in (A). Negative controls expected to form cyclic dimers are indicated. PAGE gels were conducted under the same conditions as those presented in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A. W.T., wild type; 23S, 23S rRNA; *E.c*, *E. coli*; *H.m*, *H. marismortui*; *T.t*, *T. thermophilus*; *S.sp*, *Synechococcus sp. PCC6301*.

The H57--H59 gA:gAA/A-minor junction ([Supplementary Figure S8D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)) from the 23S rRNA of *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) was incorporated within the 4WJ-tectoRNAs system to assess its contribution to self-assembly. As shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, the natural gA:gAA/A-minor junction from *E. coli* is significantly more stable than the natural H57--H59 GAAA/CC:GG junction from the 23S rRNA of *H. marismortui*. In fact, it behaves remarkably similarly to the GUAA/CC:GG junction, one of the best variants of the GNRA/A-minor junction of *H. marismortui* H57--H59 ([Figures 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). As demonstrated by the negative control gA:gA[C]{.ul}, which has a key interacting adenine from the gA:gA[A]{.ul} loop changed into a C, the disruption of the A-minor interaction leads to destabilization of the parallel helical orientation ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

The prevalent A-minor interaction mediated by GAN:UAA loops was similarly tested in the 4WJ-tectoRNA system ([Supplementary Figures S7B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) and [S8E](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). In comparison with the previous GA:NAA interaction, the GAN:UAA/A-minor interaction proved to be comparatively less stable. It behaves like the natural *H. marismortui* H57--H59 GAAA/CC:GG junction. Despite lower stability, the A-minor contact in the GAN:UAA/A-minor interaction is, however, still important for favoring formation of higher order self-assembly products. Our results indicate that this particular GAN:UAA loop might likely be less thermodynamically stable than the gA:gAA internal loops. Nevertheless, the sequence that we tested might not be the most optimal GAN:UAA internal loop as other sequence variants are possible ([@B33]).

We investigated the assembly of an additional set of 4WJ-tectoRNAs to estimate the possible stabilizing contribution of another conserved natural GNRA-like/receptor from the 23S rRNA, which contributes to the docking of domain 2 with domain 5. This A-minor interaction occurs between the terminal loop L39 (pentaloop in Archaea, hexaloop in Bacteria) of domain 2 and a receptor in the stem H89 of domain 5 ([Supplementary Figures S7AB and S8I](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The receptor belongs to a class of prevalent motifs called 'double-locked bulge motifs' (2bp_2x_bulges) (see [Supplementary Table S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) for a list). The nucleotide sequence corresponding to the loop/receptor interaction from *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA, however, does not promote multimer assembly of the corresponding 4WJ-tectoRNAs, suggesting that the proper assembly of this natural interacting motif is likely to be promoted by additional factors within the context of the ribosome. For instance, some of the nucleotide positions of the receptor in H89 are known to be post-transcriptionally modified in the *E. coli* 23S rRNA and are therefore likely to contribute to the folding and stability of this natural interaction.

A-minor junctions involving triloops
------------------------------------

Triloop motifs Y(u/gNR)R are other small recurrent terminal loops characterized by a 3-nt loop with a Y:R non-canonical closing bp ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B35],[@B36]). When the 3-nt loop sequence is (u/gNR), it typically folds as a U-turn submotif ([@B37],[@B38]). The closing bp can adopt either an unusual Y:R *cis* WC:WC bp with the purine R in *syn* conformation, or a *trans* WC:HG bp. These types of triloops have been identified at the level of several A-minor junctions in five different locations within X-ray structures of RNA ([Supplementary Table S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). They contribute to the formation of a type I/II A-minor interaction with 2-bp duplexes much like in the GNRA/A-minor junctions ([Supplementary Figure S8C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). For instance, at several locations (e.g. H42--H44 and H90--H92 regions of the 23S rRNA and P10-P10.1 region of RNase P RNA of type B), UAA or GAA triloops are found interacting with CC:GG duplexes.

The sequences of Y(UAA)R/CC:GG A-minor junctions found in nature typically present a few additional nucleotide insertions/variations within their structures. Therefore, in order to facilitate comparison with our previous A-minor constructs involving GNRA/helix interactions, we generated various sets of 4WJ-tectoRNAs to test the contribution of the Y(UAA)R/CC:GG A-minor interaction only ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). Several variants differing at the level of the closing bp of the triloop \[variants U(UAA)G, U(UAA)A and C(UAA)G\] or at the level of the triloop sequence \[variant U(UAU)G\] were generated to assess the contribution of these different structural features to the stability (and rigidity) of the A-minor junction. While disruption of the A-minor interaction \[variant U(UAU)G) leads to 4WJ-tectoRNAs assemblies similar to the previous suboptimal GAAA/CU:AG 4WJ-tectoRNAs, all the closing bp variants promoted similar or better multimerization than GUGA/CU:AG constructs ([Figures 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). The observed trend is that the closing bp of U(UAA)G, U(UAA)A and C(UAA)G triloops lead to more stable A-minor junctions in the following order U:G \< U:A \< C:G ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

Like GNRA tetraloops, triloops can also recognize more elaborate receptors such as 2bp_2x_bulge motifs. For instance, the conserved H68--L70 triloop/A-minor junction from the 23S rRNA involves a 2bp_2x_bulge localized in H68. This type of motif is found at different independent locations in known RNA molecules ([Supplementary Table S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). More precisely, this triloop receptor 2bp_2x_bulge motif forms two specific base triple interactions, with one of them contributing to the formation of a stabilizing platform for the second nucleotide position of the L70 triloop ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S8H](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The triloop/receptor interaction was transposed within the 4WJ-tectoRNA contexts ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). A series of different versions of the H68--H70 interaction were tested, covering the highly conserved sequences from archaea (*H. marismortui)*, bacteria \[*E. coli* and *Thermus thermophilus* (*T. thermophilus*)\] and eukaryotes \[*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (*S. cerevisiae*)\] large rRNAs.

In comparison with the previous triloop/helix constructs, the H68--H70 junctions from bacteria (*E. coli* and *T. thermophilus*) behave more like the GAAA/11-nt receptor junction ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The bacterial H68--H70 4WJ-tectoRNAs lead to the formation of multimeric self-assembly products that likely correspond to 1D fibers ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the sequence of the triloop closing bp has a greater effect on the behavior of triloop/receptor A-minor junctions than on the previous triloop/helix constructs ([Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the bacterial (*E. coli* and *T. thermophilus*) H68--H70 A-minor junctions, which present C:G closing bps, the archaeal H68--H70 and eukaryotic H68--H70 A-minor junctions have both triloops with U:G closing bps. While a significant fraction of the wild-type archaeal and eukaryotic constructs assemble into cyclic dimers, the single point mutation changing the triloop closing bp from U:G to C:G dramatically enhances the formation of fibers in both cases ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), leading to self-assembly patterns similar to those observed for bacteria constructs. Additionally, the sequence of the base triples that lock the tertiary structure of the triloop receptor into a 2bp_2x_bulge motif can significantly contribute to the stabilization of the A-minor junctions. For instance, the wild-type archaea *H. marismortui* H68--H70 junction is far from being optimal for fiber self-assembly. Rather than promoting assembly into 1D fibers, it behaves like the U(UAA)G/CC:GG junction, forming instead well-defined multimeric nano-rings. In contrast, the wild-type eukaryote *S. cerevisiae* H68--H70 constructs, which differ from the *H. marismortui* junction by a single-point mutation (C to A) in one of the base triples stabilizing the 2bp_2x_bulge motif, assemble much more efficiently into longer 1D fiber products than the wild-type archaeal constructs ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Apparently, based on our self-assembly assay, the *cis* WC:WC:HG base triples favors G:C:A and G:C:G combinations versus G:C:C. In contrast, the other single-point mutation distinguishing the eukaryote receptor from the bacterial receptor motif has no significant effect on self-assembly ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It is, however, worth noticing that receptor positions not directly involved in the A-minor contacts can significantly affect its formation. Figure 6.Comparison of A-minor junctions from bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes. Variants of the H68-H70 A-minor junctions based on the natural sequences from *H. marismortui* (*H.m*), *S. cerevisiae* (*S.c*), *E. coli* (*E.c*) and *T. Thermophilus* (*T.t*) 23S rRNAs are compared by PAGE analysis. The receptors were designed by the method illustrated in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A. Additionally, two mutant H68--H70 junctions were prepared to allow all the receptors to be bridged by a series of single-point mutations. PAGE gels were run under the same conditions as those shown in the previous figures.

Another loop/receptor interaction occurring between the structural elements P12 and L13 from type A RNase P RNAs presents remarkable structural similarities with the H68--H70 triloop/receptor interaction ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). For instance, L13 is a 7-nt loop with a U-turn sub-motif that forms an A-minor interaction with a 2x_bulge receptor located in P12. The 3D structures of the P12 and H68 receptors are similar ([Supplementary Table S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) and [Figure S8G and H](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The sequences of the 2x_bulge receptors from various bacterial RNase P RNA species are, however, quite different from the H68 2x_bulge. Several composite A-minor junction 4WJ-tectoRNAs were generated using the L13 loop/P12 receptor interaction from RNase P RNAs of *E. coli*, *T. thermophilus* and *Synechococcus sp. PCC6301 (S.sp PCC6301)* ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). Remarkably, they all assemble very effectively into 1D fibers. Likewise, the disruption of the A-minor interaction of the *T. thermophilus* P12 constructs leads primarily to cyclic dimers, verifying that these new composite A-minor junctions are truly A-minor interaction dependent ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

Modulation of RNA nanostructure assembly
----------------------------------------

We have demonstrated the effect of magnesium concentration and RNA unit concentration on the length of nanostructures formed, but the extent of formation of a particular set of self-assembling tectoRNA units into nanostructures can also be modulated by other means. By mixing and matching units containing comparatively stronger and weaker 4WJ-folds, we can further change the distribution of products. For example, when combining 1 unit of an A-minor junction tectoRNA that forms predominantly cyclic dimers with another that forms mostly hexamers, we obtain a product that is mostly tetramers ([Supplementary Figure S6B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The assembly of several A-minor-junction motifs can be modulated to favor the formation of non-cyclic structures by altering the unit stoichiometry. For instance, at a fixed RNA concentration shifting the ratio of the A+B units moves the equilibrium toward formation of B-A-B trimeric species. A band corresponding to linear trimers was produced in all examples studied ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). The *T. thermophilus* P12 and the *E. coli* H68-L70 constructs assembled into many linear species corresponding to odd numbers of units with the strongest band at the expected trimer level ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). In contrast, the GAAA/CC:GG motif still assembled most dominantly into cyclic dimers despite a 23:1 stoichiometric ratio. Motifs that tend to circularize in the A+B assembly scheme become trapped as cyclic dimers even in presence of a large excess of 1 unit, while motifs that are rigid and lead to A+B fibers can have their size modulated to form trimers, pentamers and other odd-numbered length linear species when 1 unit is in excess.

DISCUSSION
==========

The A-minor junction is a widespread class of structural motifs found in numerous different contexts and natural RNA molecules. We have experimentally characterized a variety of different A-minor junctions using supramolecular self-assembly of tectoRNAs as an assay. Our results exemplify the remarkable modularity of natural RNA molecules and demonstrate several structural principles useful for comprehensively describing RNA structural motifs (see detailed discussion below). The A-minor junction topological rule can also be used to generate stable new motifs not yet found in nature. Additionally, our results are also indicative of some of the constraints that pertain to the structural evolution of RNA.

Modularity and principles of topological equivalence and scaffolding
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The A-minor junction appears in several locations within the 16S and 23S rRNAs, in ribozymes such as RNase P RNAs, Groups I and II introns, and in at least two different classes of riboswitches ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1) and [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This class of motifs follows a topological rule that directs the parallel coaxial stacking of adjacent helices (conformer **I**) through a conserved A-minor interaction (between **H[a]{.smallcaps}** and **H[c]{.smallcaps}**) that can be mediated by a remarkably wide variety of different local structural motifs ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1), [Figures S3 and S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). For instance, we have demonstrated that GNRA, GNRA-like internal loops and triloops in interaction with a helix or specific receptor can all substitute for one another within the topological context of the A-minor junction ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S7B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). Moreover, by taking advantage of stable natural and unnatural A-minor interactions, new A-minor junction motifs can be engineered that are significantly more stable than their natural counterparts. As such, the A minor junction is a good example of a class of topologically equivalent motifs that can accommodate various structurally distinct classes of smaller motifs ([@B11]).

The diversity of structures capable of expressing the topological rule of the A-minor junction is clearly greater than we have thus far explored. Our extensive study suggests that the A-minor-junction class of motifs encompasses a wide range of natural two-, three- and four-helix branched structures ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S8 and S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)) as the same parallel-helix topology can be achieved with various multi-helix junctions. For example, multiple 3WJs fold according to the A-minor topological rule ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D, F and G and [Supplementary Figure S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)), with either **H[b]{.smallcaps}** or **H[d]{.smallcaps}** removed compared with the original diagram displayed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B. Even the common kink-turn motif can be considered a special case of A-minor junction, as it is a parallel helix motif forming an A-minor interaction ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}E). Furthermore, the topological equivalence of triloop/helix and GNRA-like internal_loop/helix interactions illustrates a clear shortcoming in classifying RNA motifs simply based on their secondary structures, as the former can be seen as a 3WJ ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B), while the latter is a 4WJ ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, rather than categorizing multi-helix junctions by their secondary structure ([@B39]), it is more appropriate to organize them according to the tertiary interactions that nucleate the folding of the junction ([@B11]). Therefore, like the UA_handle motif, the A-minor junction motif can be viewed as a scaffold for structural expansion ([@B11]). Figure 7.Motifs following the parallel helix A-minor junction topological rule. In the diagrams, nucleotides are indicated by circles. WC bps are shown as solid lines, and non-WC bps are shown as black dashed lines. The Type I A-minor interactions are indicated by the red A interacting with solid red circle. Type II A-minor interactions are indicated by the red A interacting with solid black circle. (**A**) GNRA/helix A-minor junction: region H57--H59 from *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA (PDB ID:1JJ2). (**B**) Triloop/2x_bulge receptor A-minor junction: region H68--H70 from *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA (PDB ID:1JJ2). (**C**) gA:gAA/helix A-minor junction: region H57--H59 from *E. coli* 23S rRNA (PDB ID: 2AW4). (**D**) Expanded kink turn (A-minor 3WJ_ABC junction): eukaryotic TPP riboswitch (PDB ID:2CKY). (**E**) Kink turn: *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA (PDB ID:1JJ2). (**F**) Bulged-G/helix A-minor junction (A-minor 3WJ_ACD junction): *Oceanobacillus iheyensis* Group II intron (PDB ID: 3BWP). (**G**) Internal loop/helix A-minor junction (A-minor 3WJ_ACD junction): region H14-15-16 from *H. marismortui* 23S rRNA (PDB ID:1JJ2). Structural models were visualized in PyMOL (pymol.sourceforge.net).

Functional equivalence
----------------------

Two predominant behaviors for A-minor-junction motifs were identified with the supramolecular self-assembly assay, one leading to circular structures and the other to extended 1D fibers. Interestingly, the difference in self-assembly observed between A-minor junction with helix and A-minor junction with receptor matches the observed structural differences previously reported between A-minor interactions of Type I/II**[p]{.smallcaps}** and Type I/II**[t]{.smallcaps}** ([@B20]). The latter interaction is typically stabilized by additional interactions from a receptor motif that can contribute stacking via a nucleotide platform and/or additional hydrogen bonds with specific nucleotides of the interacting loop. These two subclasses of A-minor interactions are illustrated in more depth in [Supplementary Figure S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1), where loop/helix interactions are predominantly Type I/II**[p]{.smallcaps}** and naturally occurring loop/receptor interactions are predominantly in the category of Type I/II**[t]{.smallcaps}** A-minor interaction. Therefore, based on self-assembly properties, A-minor junctions can be classified into two distinct classes of functional equivalence that are characterized by slightly different modalities of tertiary interactions.

Structural evolution
--------------------

The self-assembly assay is very sensitive to small energetic changes within the A-minor interaction and thus suitable for ranking subtle biophysical differences between similar motifs. This is best exemplified by the series of variants tested for the H68--H70 junction from the 23S rRNA. Point mutations bridging natural sequences from archaea, eukaryotes and bacteria reveal that the stability/rigidity of this junction varies throughout the three domains of life. The natural motifs from archaea and eukaryotes are less stable than the sequences from bacteria (and especially *T. thermophilus*). Interestingly, the sequences of the H68--H70 interaction from archaea and eukaryotes can be made to fold more rigidly by making point mutations following logical structural rules ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The mutational study supports our findings that Type I/II**[t]{.smallcaps}** A-minor interactions involving loop/receptor interactions add considerable stability to the formation of the A-minor junction. Mutations physically distant from the location of the A-minor-junction strand-crossing have an appreciable effect on the stability of the resulting receptors, presumably because mutations at positions involved in the nucleotide triplex formation can contribute to stabilizing the A-minor interacting loop through base stacking on a nucleotide platform.

This study shows that motifs in the ribosome are not necessarily optimized for thermodynamic folding strength. The variation in folding behavior observed for natural sequences of H68--H70 demonstrates that the context of the motif and other functional constraints likely come into play. Therefore, the ribosome structure might require some degrees of structural flexibility to function, counter-selecting against some of the most optimal A-minor junction configurations over its evolution. Our finding that a single-point mutation to the conserved H68--H70 junction of *H. marismortui* results in a significant stabilization of the fold suggests that optimal self-assembly and stability is not the selective pressure for evolution of RNA within the ribosome. Additionally, some of our data also suggest that several of the conserved long-range RNA motifs from the ribosome are metastable folds in isolated context. For example, several motifs that take advantage of GNRA or GNRA-like internal or terminal loops in modern ribosomes such as the archaeal ribosome of *H. marismortui* do not assemble well in the 4WJ-tectoRNA context, suggesting that they require post-transcriptional modifications and/or protein contacts to fold stably ([Supplementary Figure S7B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq748/DC1)). We suggest that this apparent sub-optimality might be a consequence of evolutionary constraints that shaped the maturation processes of the ribosomal machinery to be dependent on post-transcriptional modifications or/and proteins for regulatory purposes ([@B40],[@B41]).

CONCLUSION
==========

The use of natural RNA junctions to build up programmable self-assembling architectures for potential nanotechnology and synthetic biology applications is still relatively new ([@B17],[@B42]). However, the few examples of RNA nanostructures in the literature take advantage of a wide assortment of structured multi-helix junctions consisting of two ([@B43]), three ([@B25]), four ([@B10]) and five ([@B25],[@B44]) helices as building blocks for nanoconstruction ([@B17]). In contrast, with DNA as a medium for nanoconstruction, Holliday junctions have been the primary motif implemented to design self-assembling architectures ([@B45],[@B46]) including folding the DNA up like an origami ([@B47],[@B48]) or building up algorithmic structures ([@B49],[@B50]). Particularly, many DNA self-assembly designs take advantage of the double crossover (DX or PX) motif to lock-in a particular conformation of DNA ([@B51]). The level of refined structural control of junctions is well-exemplified by a DNA machine that can transition between three different geometries of junction ([@B52]). Similar parallel-strand paranemic double crossover junctions made of RNA have recently been engineered ([@B53]). While the possibility exists to further apply the DNA engineering paradigm to RNA, single-crossover RNA junctions based on the A-minor junction rule offer an advantage as they are able to specify a dominant conformation without the need for a second crossover.

The A-minor junction rule greatly simplifies the identification of parallel-helix motifs, and can be applied to identify potential tertiary structures in non-coding RNA as well as aid in the solving of new RNA structures. For example, based on the triloop/A-minor junction topological folding rule ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we can predict the presence of an A-minor junction interaction in the AdoCbl aptamer ([@B11]) \[see [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C in reference ([@B11])\]. Automated computer-aided search has led to the compilation of large databases of RNA junctions such as the RNA_junction database ([@B54]). It is our hope that a future combination of tertiary topological rules identified through the architectonics approach with computer-generated RNA databases will lead to great improvements in both the automated design of RNAs for nanotechnology and the automated identification of new RNA structures from genes. We have used our controlled supramolecular system to compare a number of natural and engineered A-minor junctions, but this approach could clearly be extended to the study of other motifs. The successful implementation of RNA structural rules to create new tertiary structures suggests that computational approaches might soon lead to the ability to rationally design large domains of RNAs for bionanotechnology and synthetic biology.
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